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If you’re a PHP developer, you can build Rails-like applications without learning a new language by following the hands-on tutorials in Professional CodeIgniter. In this book, find an overview of MVC and agile technologies, model and schema for products, helpers and libraries, Ajax and Scriptaculous, and explanations of the creation of applications like content management, blogs, and forums. Follow the step-by-step instructions for building and perfecting each application with CodeIgniter, and you will learn how to avoid everyday problems that other reference manuals don’t address.     

       Professional Codelgniter®
Welcome to the world of CodeIgniter! CodeIgniter is a powerful and flexible MVC framework for PHP, and it will completely revolutionize the way you build applications. Imagine being able to build complete applications in just a matter of days, being able to respond to client needs with speed and power, and being able to maintain your well-organized code weeks, months, and even years afterward. All of this is now within your grasp thanks to CodeIgniter.      

Author and CodeIgniter developer Thomas Myer guides you through building a typical web application with CodeIgniter, introducing important topics from the MVC framework and Agile methodologies along the way. From typical installation and configuration through setup and all phases of a hypothetical project, Myer explains the inner workings of CodeIgniter in a way that will get you up and running quickly. If you're already well-versed in PHP, you'll learn how to take what you already know and apply it to CodeIgniter. In very little time, you'll be using the powerful tools and shortcuts in CodeIgniter to build applications in half the time.       

What you will learn from this book      

	
    The basics of models, views, and controllers      	

    
	
    How to take advantage of CodeIgniter's many helpers and libraries      	

    
	
    How to create a working application from inception through launch      	

    
	
    How to apply Agile methodologies to any project      

    


Who this book is for      

This book is for developers familiar with PHP and MYSQL who want to become more proficient with CodeIgniter.      

Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.       
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Embedded FreeBSD Cookbook (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2002
*Provides numerous examples of system software with source code and debugging techniques that can provide starting points for your own designs 
*Covers core operating system components, processes and process scheduling, system booting, virtual memory, device drivers, debugging, and much more 
*All sample code is provided on the...
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The Executive's Guide to Information TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
What Every Senior Manager and Consultant Should Know About Managing Effective IT Departments
"This book sheds light on one of the most challenging topics for corporate officers –how to create and manage a high-performance IT department and obtain higher returns from technology-invested capital. The techniques and tools provided show...
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Network-aware Source Coding and CommunicationCambridge University Press, 2011

	An introduction to the theory and techniques for achieving high quality network communication with the best possible bandwidth economy, this book focuses on network information flow with fidelity. Covering both lossless and lossy source reconstruction, it is illustrated throughout with real-world applications, including sensor networks and...
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Getting Started with BeagleBone: Linux-Powered Electronic Projects With Python and JavaScriptMaker Media, Inc, 2013

	Many people think of Linux as a computer operating system, running on users' desktops and powering servers. But Linux can also be found inside many consumer electronics devices. Whether they're the brains of a cell phone, cable box, or exercise bike, embedded Linux systems blur the distinction between computer and device.
...
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Wiki Government: How Technology Can Make Government Better, Democracy Stronger, and Citizens More PowerfulBrookings Institution Press, 2009
For seventy-seven days, from election day to inauguration day, the Obama-Biden Transition Project convened in a nondescript office building in northwest Washington, D.C. Most of the transition work involved sending expert volunteers into federal agencies to research and write briefing binders for the incoming department heads. In addition, seven...
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HBR's 10 Must Reads 2015: The Definitive Management Ideas of the Year from Harvard Business Review (with bonus McKinsey Award–Winning article "The Focused Leader") (HBR's 10 Must Reads)Harvard Business School, 2015

	A year’s worth of management wisdom, all in one place.


	We’ve combed through ideas, insights, and best practices from the past year of Harvard Business Review to help you get up to speed fast on the freshest, most relevant thinking driving business today. With authors from Clayton Christensen to Roger...
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